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Abstract: Today “time” is the competitive differentiator between companies. Companies have to be agile: bring new products and services to market quickly and respond rapidly to changing demands. From an IT point of view, there is an evolution from client-server to service-oriented architecture. What does BPMS contribute to this evolution? Furthermore, there is a myriad of BPMS providers available in the market. What are the right selection criteria? They are specific to each company and should contribute to the competitive market positioning. Are process templates useful and how to avoid commonality? The Método Learn assists companies in building a process-architecture based on continuous improvement departing from the company’s strategy. The objective is to assure that organizations take advantage of all the potential offered by the new IT solutions.

A systemic and integrated process approach is presented as an important contribution to improve the IT alignment with business strategy, not only during the planning process but also in the maintenance phase. A special technique, offered by the Método Learn, using the business object concept in an early stage of organization modeling, in several layers, enables to identify the information needs in a way that all the semantics is gathered and preserved until its translation to a logic model. The organization change and the user role are taken in account in this approach.
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